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W80 x H170 x D20 mm / 16 g

n/a Insured

2 mL

W86 x H181 x D84 mm / 129 g

W521 x H195 x D365 mm / 3,196 g

GR Inc. (Japanese Company)
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Product Name girl’s maker eternity Line α

Really strong holding gel liner creates the dramatic almond-shape double eyelid!!

Ingredients

ALCOHOL, WATER, METHACRYLOYL ETHYL BETAINE/ACRYLATES

C O P O L Y M E R , P H E N O X Y E T H A N O L , D I G L Y C E R I N ,

B UT YLE NE GLYCOL, H YD R OLYZE D HYA LURONIC A CID ,

GLYCYRRHIZA GLABRA (LICORICE) ROOT EXTRACT, PRUNUS

AMYGDALUS DULCIS (SW EET ALMOND) SEED EXTRACT,

HYDROLYZED ELASTIN, CHRYSANTHELLUM INDICUM EXTRACT,

BROWN ALGA EXTRACT, RED ALGA EXTRACT, GREEN ALGA

EXTRACT, CHAMOMILLA RECUTITA (MATRICARIA) FLOWER

EXTRACT, PANAX GINSENG ROOT EXTRACT, HYDROLYZED

COLLAGEN, CARBOXYMETHYL CHITIN, ALOE BARBADENSIS LEAF

EXTRACT, ACETYL HE XAPEPTIDE -8 , CUCUMIS SATIVUS

( C U C U M B E R ) F R U I T E X T R A C T , P O L Y G L U T A M I C A C ID

Instructions

(1) Clean the eyelid and wipe off sweat and sebum before use. (2) Apply 

evenly in about 2mm of width to where you want to create the double 

eyelid. (3) Using the eye stick, push lightly into the line you want to double 

and pull up the eyelid. (4) Open the eye slowly and make sure to have a 

double eyelid. (You can apply it while sleeping.)

Safety Precautions

Selling Point

"Galmoni" (Girl's Monitor) 

is a monitoring website 

that has 200,000 users 

registered, and where 

you can monitor variety 

goods for no charge. Also 

available to refer their 

"word of mouth" message 

on the bulletin board and 

SNS blogs, that are very 

powerful influence to the 

consumption market.

With “Galmoni” 
recommended ranking 
sticker!

Cautions : The product description and image on this document are provided as reference for our business partners to explain the product and its features.
Please be sure and make corrections and revisions if necessary to avoid violating the laws and regulations in individual countries.

●Stop using if you have abnormality in eyelids or disagrees with your skin. ●Note 
if any abnormality in skin while use. Discontinue using if the cosmetic product 
disagrees with your skin or in the following cases. By continuous use, it may 
worsen the symptoms. In such case, it is recommended to consult dermatologist.・
Skin redness, swelling, itching, irritation, color-loss (vitiligo), blackheads or any 
abnormality of skin during use. ・If you have those abnormalities when exposed to 
direct sunlight after use. ●Avoid getting into eyes. In such case, immediately rinse 
eyes without rubbing eyes with water or warm water while blinking eyes. If you feel 
any abnormality, consult dermatologist if necessary. ●Keep out of infant’s reach. 
●Do not store the product at high or low temperature or in the direct sunlight. 
●Please be sure to close the container cap after use, because it is blended with a 
quick-drying ingredient. ●Remove when the liquid adhering to the rim of the 
container and the cap is solidified. ●This product has a water-resistant, but you 
can cleansing and makeup as usual in the next morning.

How to wash off

After soften the adhesive portion with such as a wet hot towel, wipe gently and 
rinse off. In addition, rub in a circle motion on top of the eyelid with such an 
cleansing oil for eye makeup, and wipe off gently. Notification: Please do not rub 
strongly which way cause a skin damage.

4573164180339

(1) Simply apply to the eyelids before sleeping to create the double 
eyelid. In the following morning, you will see your eyes bigger with 
double eyelid just like those of the fashion models. Of course, you can 
use during day time too, which helps to become the natural double 
eyelid. (2) Prepare the eyelid skin, take care the swelling, then decide 
where to draw the line for double eyelid. (3) 1mm of ultra-fine Brush
allows drawing in details to create bright double eyelid. (4) It's a 
transparent, powerful and resistant to water and sweat, holds strong. 
(5) The beauty serum such as elastin, collagen, hyaluronic acid, will 
care your eyelid a whole day.

Gaining a lot of repeat users! Powerful double eyelid liner.

Creates the habit of double eyelidCreates the habit of double eyelid

Released a new package design as a new 

product release of “double eyelid eye tape”. 

Renewal
Design

♥ Ultra-fine brush gives you easy apply to the inner

and outer corners of eyes!

♥ Super hard gel keeps the shape for long time and tough!

♥ Transparent finish gives a look of natural double eyelids!

GR Inc.
Shin-Nihon Bldg 5F, 3-21-4 Akasaka, Minato-ku, Tokyo 107-0052 JAPAN
TEL: +81-3-5574-8883    FAX: +81-3-5574-8884



girl’s maker eternity Line α Promotion Tools

Hanger Display for 18-24 pcs

Counter Display for 18 pcs

W84m x H40mm x D154mm

Promotion Panel

Regular Tray for 6 pcs

2-face Counter Display for 12 pcs

W180mm x H330(220)mm x D220mm
*The top panel can be removed.

W270mm x H330(220)mm x D220mm
*The top panel can be removed.

W190mm x H650mm x D2mm

A5 size POP
Only for “Eternity Line Alfa” 

For “Eternity Line Alfa” x 12 pcs, “Eternity Eye Tape” x 6 pcs,
Or “Eternity Line Alfa” x 18 pcs

For “Eternity Line Alfa” x 12 pcs, “Eternity Eye Tape” x 
6-12 pcs

W600mm or W900mm for “Eternity Line Alfa” W600mm for both products

Cautions : The product description and image on this document are provided as reference for our business partners to explain the product and its features.
Please be sure and make corrections and revisions if necessary to avoid violating the laws and regulations in individual countries.
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